
 

Km 4 Vía Ahuano - Camapanacocha 
Telfs: (06) 301 7793 

E-mail: contact@gaia-amazonlodge.com Web:  www. gaia-amazonlodge.com 

AMAZON RAINFOREST EXPERIENCE  

GAIA 4 DAYS, 3 NIGHTS - EASTER  
March 24th – 27th  

Special promo $255 - Minimum 2 pax.  

Include transfer in/out 

(Normal price $360)  
 

DAY 1 

13:30 - pick - up in Quito.  
17:00 - 17:30 Arrive to the lodge 
Dinner 
Night: Shaman´s cleansing ceremony; A Shaman or Witchdoctor is one of the most 
important figures within the indigenous communities. He is responsible for healing the sick, 
and protecting them from evil spirits and bad energy. This visit will consist of a spiritual 
cleansing to promote positive energies and ‘ward off evil spirits’. 

DAY 2 

Breakfast  
Morning: Canoe trip along the rivers: This trip will introduce you to the natural 
environment surrounding Gaia, via motorized canoes along the rivers Napo and Arajuno. 
You will have an opportunity to enjoy the natural scenery, bird watching, and with a little 
luck, monkeys on the river banks. Swimming in the river is an option, depending on the 
weather. 
Lunch 
Afternoon: Trek excursion; this is a mountain hike across the primary forests—You will 
explore and observe many natural wonders including medicinal plants, insects and animals. 
We will also visit ‘Ceibo’ the giant tree of the Amazon 
Dinner 
Night: Artisanal chocolate production 

DAY 3 

Breakfast  
Morning: Visit indigenous family; After a canoe - ride of 20 minutes upstream the Napo 
river; Visit to ‘The Anaconda Island’ where many Kwichua families live. Here you will 
become familiar with their customs and traditions. You will have an opportunity to sample 
’chicha’ (traditional beverage) and cassava, which is a basic feature of the Kwichwa diet. 
You will also learn about their tradition a hunting methods and use of the blowgun. Upon 
entering the island, you will pass through the margins of a small swamp inhabited by 
‘hoatzines’ (prehistoric birds) 
Lunch  
Afternoon: Visit animal rescue center.  ‘Amazoonico’ is one of the most important and 
highly regarded conservation projects in the Amazon. The proceeds from visiting here 
support the maintenance and reintegration of the animals. Among the animals you will see 
here are, alligators, tapirs, ocelots, toucans, anacondas, macaws and monkeys of various 
species. 
Dinner 

DAY 4 

Breakfast  
Morning: White River waterfalls; this entails a 35 minute truck-ride to the community of 
Rio Blanco, and a 30 minute walk from there to the magnificent waterfalls. You will have 
ample time to explore and swim in beautiful surroundings where it is common to find fossils 
and petrified wood.  
Lunch  
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Check out and transfer to Quito 

 

 

INCLUDED ON THE TOUR: 

 

 Spanish Native guide 

 All meals during the tour  

 Activities and excursions (itinerary) 

 Shared accommodation  

 

EXCLUDED ON THE TOUR: 

 

 Tips 

 Personal expenses 

 Extra and alcoholic drinks 

 

 

 

¡¡¡WHY DREAM IT… LIVE IT!!! 
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